Elevation intervals on the map are derived from 2015 source data. Temporal changes, human or naturally induced, may have occurred that will cause the elevations depicted on these map figures to no longer represent actual surface conditions.

- These maps illustrate elevation and are not intended for use in the definition of flood zones. Flood levels are not perfectly flat and will not directly correspond to specific elevations.
- Vertical and horizontal accuracies vary by location.
- Best available data sets in Alaska are not always up-to-date. Examples: Houses or infrastructure may have moved since DCRA linework was completed, local engineering projects might raise a road or add a seawall, and/or beach and sand spits may have naturally changed shape.
- Colors are restricted to areas of known elevation. In some cases the best available elevation model does not cover the entire DCRA Community Map area.

Please note the following disclosures/use limitations:

- True North
- Magnetic North
- 12 3/4° E

**Color Key Reference:**
- Residential Building
- Commercial Building
- City Boundary
- Public Building
- Electric & Telephone
- Sewer Line
- Flood Line

**Scale:** 1" = 200' (2015 PHOTOGRAPHY)